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WE ARE … 
Cumberland Valley Tree Service – Landscaping

Creating a Landscape Vision with Penn State Mont Alto

CVTSL has deep ties to the Penn State Mont 

Alto community.  We place great value in the 

education and training of our employees; many of 

whom graduated from this university.  Throughout 

2015, our landscape design team was privileged with the task to work on two new 

projects at the Penn State Mont Alto Campus.

An underdeveloped treasure on the PSU Mont Alto campus is the Richter Family Oak 

Grove in the Campus Arboretum.  Our design staff worked alongside the Arboretum 

Advisory Council Board members, campus officials, and maintenance leaders to cast a 

vision to transform a section of the Arboretum into a space that can be appreciated the 

entire campus community.  The Arboretum’s renovated design is currently at the end 

of the conceptual phase.  Upon completion, the updated space will provide innovative 

outdoor classrooms, peaceful reading nooks, and educational opportunities: paying 

homage to how the campus was founded as well as its great history as a premier forestry 

school.  

In addition, our design staff worked closely with the campus to design a memorial garden 

in honor of the late Debra Creager, a member of the campus Development Office for 17 

years.  Debra’s legacy was immediately felt as the campus received overwhelming support 

in the desire to create a memorial garden in her name.  The garden will be located next to 

Debra’s favorite location, the chapel.  The garden includes a decorative patio floor, cedar 

pergola, and plants providing plenty of purple, Debra’s favorite color.  The design was 

completed late this past fall and will be constructed this coming spring.
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EXPANDING TO SERVE YOU BETTER

Seasons are changing and so are our clients’ needs.  CVTSL is evolving and expanding so that we can continue 

to offer great customer service to our clients.  For landscaping services, natural stone products continue to be 

popular.  We have been constructing new storage bins in-house to provide a greater selection of natural stone, 

boulders, and wall rock to incorporate in our projects.   Additional storage bins also allow the opportunity to 

custom blend organic material into the topsoil we provide to our customers.  CVTSL continues to recycle the wood 

bi-products from our various tree care projects.  Undesirable wood is used to fuel outside wood boilers which 

supply the vast majority of our offices heating requirements during the winter months.  Wood chips are recycled 

in a variety of ways.  They have long been an option for ground coverage instead of mulch or stone as a means of 

weed suppression.  We have also been contacted by several organizations that plan to use wood chips as a fuel 

source for electric generation.  

The landscape team has also been working to update our hardscape 

displays, as a means of illustrating the latest trends in outdoor living.  In 

addition, a few of our landscape crews serve as in-house construction 

teams during the winter.  They have worked tirelessly this winter to 

make much needed renovations, to upgrade facilities, as well as, to 

accommodate our growing staff.  As with many of the construction 

projects we have completed in the last few years, our crews have utilized 

multiple non-traditional and reclaimed materials.  As a result of these 

unconventional product choices, the end product has yielded unique 

design solutions and a reduction in our environmental footprint.

A SEASON OF SNOW IN ONE STORM
It seems as though winters are beginning to set the trend for breaking records in this area.  Last season 

landscapes in the surrounding counties endured some of the lowest sustained temperatures ever recorded.  We 

saw numerous cases of shrub and tree dieback, as well as, total plant loss in many residential and commercial 

settings.  This season, our area will make the history books for receiving the highest amount of snowfall related to 

a single snow event.  While temperatures were not exceedingly low, the sheer volume and weight of the snowfall 

has left many area landscapes in worse shape than last year.  

The bright side to this snow event, or more directly the effects of this storm, is that much of what occurred to 

landscapes can be repaired after the snow disappears.  Arborvitae, Juniper and many upright evergreen species 

can be internally braced to regain their previous form.  In many cases, foundation 

shrubbery that suffered through hundreds of pounds of snow buildup can be 

aggressively pruned and fertilized to encourage rejuvenation in the spring and 

throughout the growing season.  Trees should be pruned to promote structural 

integrity, paying close attention to imbalance in lateral branching and weak branch 

unions.  Preventative care should be taken as 

well, in order to better prepare your trees and 

shrubs for future events (although hopefully 

none as extreme as this one).  

Whether your landscape needs attention after 

the blizzard of 2016 or you’re looking ahead to 

the next snow, wind or severe weather event, 

CVTSL is here to preserve and protect your 

landscape investment for seasons to come.



CUTTING EDGE EQUIPMENT SAVES TIME AND MONEY
You have probably heard the old adage, “work smarter not harder.”  Nowhere is that saying more applicable 

than in the green industry.  At CVTSL we are continually striving to find efficient equipment that allows us to 

serve our customers more effectively as well as bolster the efforts of our employees.  

Our most recently purchased piece of compact equipment is a JLG spider-lift that reaches 75 feet vertically and 

condenses to only 39 inches wide during transport.  This will allow us to access compact spaces for large scale tree 

pruning, reduction and even removal.

On a large scale, we have always utilized the use of heavy cranes on sites where tree removal requires such a 

unique approach.  Recently we have started to utilize the same 

large scale approach with the use of concrete pump trucks to 

deliver concrete to limited access areas such as small backyards.  

The concrete is often vital in the construction of walls, patios and 

footers utilized in our landscape designs and allows for a greater 

level of durability in the finished product.  

So next time you see the CVTSL crew, whether it’s the 

landscape division preparing a masonry wall or our tree division 

meticulously pruning that hard to reach tree, don’t be surprised 

to see them utilizing some of this cutting edge equipment to 

better serve our clients.

Disease and Pest Advisory

CVTSL is committed to preserving the beauty and value of our 

landscapes.  We are ever adapting in order to be in front of the 

latest disease and pest issues we face.  Being proactive, rather than 

reactive, has proven the best results within our Plant Health Care 

division.  Our “Green Solutions Plant Health Care Program”, which 

offers monthly site analysis of your landscape, provides attention 

and monitoring of the unique needs of your trees and shrubs.  Early 

professional diagnosis can provide many cost savings in the long 

term as trees and shrubs can often times be protected rather than 

removed and replaced.  

Three things to put on your watch list for this year are Emerald Ash Borer, Thousand Cankers 

Disease, and Spotted Lanternfly.  Emerald Ash Borer continues to be a threat to our Ash trees.  The 

inconspicuous “D” shaped exit holes are often high in the tree and are signs of the insect activity.  For 

now, the insect has only affected Ash trees.  Seeing heavy woodpecker activity on a tree can be a sign 

that the insect is present, as woodpeckers love to feed on this insect.  Preventative treatments for the insect, when 

caught early, have proven to have great success in preventing the decline of our Ash trees.  Thousand Cankers 

Disease primarily affects Walnut trees.  This disease is created by the combined activity between the Walnut Twig 

Beetle and fungal activity (Geosmithia morbida).  There is currently no proven preventative measure.  The Spotted 

Lanternfly is a very new threat.  This insect is native to China and feeds on a wide variety of plant species – most 

common are fruit trees and hardwoods.  Currently, the pest is so new that prevention options are 

still being researched.  The sightings are currently in southeast Pennsylvania and the Department of 

Agriculture has quarantines on the transport of affected plant material.  If you have any questions, the 

Department of Conservation and Natural Resources is a great source for current quarantine information.

GREEN SOLUTIONS FOR PROVEN RESULTS



CUMBERLAND VALLEY TREE SERVICE 
5007 Philadelphia Avenue  •  Chambersburg, PA 17202

Chambersburg: 717-263-8657
Carlisle: 717-249-8443
Waynesboro: 717-765-4624
Hagerstown: 301-714-0130
Harrisburg: 717-545-1005

Gettysburg: 717-337-9128
Frederick: 301-663-0061
Camp Hill: 717-761-0204
Greencastle: 717-597-9700
www.cvtslandscape.com
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A TRIBUTE TO OUR ROOTS: 
IN MEMORY OF DR. JOE KIRKPATRICK

During the summer of 2015, we remembered, 
honored and celebrated the life of a dear friend 

to Cumberland Valley Tree Service – Landscaping. 
That friend was Dr. Joseph Gabler Kirkpatrick. Many of 
you may not be aware that Dr. Kirkpatrick was more 
than just a “friend” to CVTSL, he and his darling wife, 
Ruth Byrns Kirkpatrick, were the original founders of 
Cumberland Valley Tree Service, Inc. in 1978.

In fact, it wasn’t until CVTSL Owner 
& Pastor George R. Pogue, Sr. took 
to the pulpit at Dr. Kirkpatrick’s 
Memorial Service, that many of Joe’s 
friends, relatives and co-laborers 
heard the news for the first time! Dr. 
Kirkpatrick preferred to live much of 
his life well outside the throngs of 
notoriety and praise. He was a man 
that preferred cultivating personal 
relationships, building up others and 
privately investing in many behind 

the scenes works. Cumberland Valley Tree  
Service was birthed in Joe’s heart after much  
prayer and personal mentoring of George Pogue, Sr.

It was obvious to those in attendance at the Memorial 
Service that Dr. Kirkpatrick held a special place in 
George Sr.’s heart. The audience was captivated by 
this passionate, humorous and backstage glance into 
a friendship between two men that endured a lifetime 
and immensely impacted multiple generations to 
follow. The bonds of trust, compassion, benevolence 
and discipleship that forged the foundation of 
friendship for these two men are the very same 
principles to which we currently acquiesce.  Faith, 
family, integrity and honor are the cornerstones 
of service at Cumberland Valley Tree Service – 
Landscaping. 

We thank you Joe and Ruth for being incredible 
instruments in our success for many generations to 
come!


